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Overview

Underwriting is a critical function for insurance organizations, like yours. Automated underwriting 

systems can help you simplify the underwriting process and improve the quality of risk assessment, 

among other things.

Newgen's underwriting solution ensures the smooth conversion of quotations into proposals, thereby 

reducing turnaround times and eliminating insurance underwriting errors. The solution allows your 

organization to easily adapt to the changing marketplace, reduce costs, and enhance underwriters' 

productivity and efficiency.

Key Challenges Faced by Underwriters

Inefficient 

risk management

Complex, 

hard-coded 

legacy systems

Time-consuming 

process of initiating 

new quotes and policies

Lack of visibility 

across the 

underwriting process

Risk of 

non-compliance



Newgen's Policy Underwriting Solution

Newgen's solution offers powerful, user-friendly capabilities for managing the end-to-end policy lifecycle. 

It features an integrated, expert underwriting component, which enables the error-free underwriting of 

quotes and ensures simplified and consistent policy issuance. The system's components work together in 

a seamless fashion, facilitating efficient and accurate case processing.

Core Underwriting Engine

In-built dynamic rules facilitate straight-through-

processing of low complexity submissions & 

automated key underwriting tasks

Business Flow 

Engine

Facilitates dynamic 

work management 

based on defined 

characteristics and 

process exceptions

Dynamic User 

Interface

Configurable user 

interface to define 

data elements as per 

specific requirement

Dashboards

Sophisticated data 

analysis which go far 

beyond canned 

standards report

Communication 

Platform

System based 

triggering of text & 

mails at relevant 

business stages 

Mobility Support

Mobile based 

initiation platform 

which will help the 

on field agent to 

initiate cases 

‘ On the Move’

Standard 

Integration 

Architecture

Third Party 

integration support Newgen’s 

Underwriting

Solution 



Core Underwriting Engine

At the heart of the solution lies an intelligent underwriting engine, based on Newgen's business rule 

management system. The engine analyzes incoming applications and automatically identifies areas of 

concern. This enhances the productivity of underwriters and reduces the complexity of the process. 

Furthermore, the proposals that meet the underwriting engine's criteria are automatically issued using 

straight-through processing; alternatively, the non-straight-through cases are sent for review.
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Core UW 
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Rules and Rating Engine

Insurance organizations compete based on individual underwriting criteria. As a result, some

clients develop their own specific rules, which, as a custom component, can be added to the base rule 

set. Newgen's easy-to-use business rule management system simplifies the process of creation, review, 

approval, and maintenance of the underwriting rule set.

The underlying rules management system offers the following advantages:

 Abstract rules or complex logic are configured and not hard-coded

 Policies and decisions are automated for business users

 Access to easy-to-use interfaces, similar to spreadsheets, for rule creation

The core underwriting engine contains an extensive catalog of rules, segregated into various logical

categories. The categorization of rules helps in easy identification of rule categories during execution

and maintenance.

Underwriting System

Configuration of rating tables for 

calculation of base premium, loadings, 

discounts,  cash flows, etc.

Configuration of rating tables for 

calculation of base premium, loadings, 

discounts,  cash flows, etc.

Reflexive medical questionnaire Assignment of underwriting level

Configuration of auto-underwriting rules Auto-trigger of requirements

Classification of rules into various 

categories for ease of maintenance

Auto-trigger of underwriting messages 

based on rule categories

Rule management features, such as offline 

maintenance (through excel export and 

import), setting up effective and expiry 

dates, rule approval, rule audit trail, etc.

Triggering of underwriting workflow for 

non-straight-through cases

Case identification as straight-through or 

non-straight through

Generation of underwriting summary sheet 

(consolidation of information from multiple 

sources to give a 360-degree case view to 

the underwriter)



Rating 

Setup

Rules 

Setup

Underwriting 

Setup

Reflexive 

Questionin

1. Product code, age of

member, policy term

2. Rider code, rider rate,

effective date for rider

3. Premium Paying term,

Rider term

Rating Factors1. Base premium

calculation

2. Applicable loading

amount

3. Applicable rider rating

4. Additional premium

due to additional

benefits availed

1. Auto-assignment of

cases to different

levels of underwriters

2. Classification of cases

between straight-

through and non-

straight-through

1. Health rules

2. Hazardous occupation

3. Education

4. Narcotics with

accidental death

benefit rider

Rule Setup 
Factors

Capture additional data 

dynamically based on 

user input resulting in 

efficient information 

capture

1. General medical

questionnaire

2. Politically exposed

person

3. FATCA/AML

Reflexive 
Questioning Factors



Why Newgen's Policy Underwriting Solution?

Instant policy 

issuance with 

zero underwriting 

errors

Configurable user 

interface to 

define data 

elements per 

specific 

requirements

Improved 

collaboration 

among 

intermediaries, 

junior, and senior 

underwriters

Seamless 

integration with 

existing systems 

and applications

Intuitive 

dashboards for 

in-depth data 

analysis and 

report 

generation


